1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Nanoliposomes can be defined as submicrometric bilayer vesicles mainly composed of phospholipid molecules. The internal compartment of nanoliposomes is filled with an aqueous media -- such as de-ionized water, a buffer or an isotonic saline solution -- in which one or more hydrophilic compound(s) can be dissolved. On the other hand, lipophilic molecules can be accommodated in the lipid-phase of the bilayer vesicle \[[@bib1], [@bib2]\]. The word nanoliposome is derived from an older terminology known as "liposome", which means "lipid structure" (i.e. *lipos*: fat, and *soma*: body). With the advancement in the scientific field of nanotechnology, the word nanoliposome has been introduced to exclusively refer to nanoscale lipid vesicles, since liposome is a general word covering many classes of phospholipid vesicles with diameters in the size range of tens of nanometers to several micrometers [@bib3]. [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} depicts a single nanoliposome visualized by energy filtered transmission electron microscopy (EFTEM). Schematic enlargement of a section of the phospholipid bilayer of the nanoliposome shows positions of the hydrophilic and hydrophobic regions of the bilayer. Due to their unique structures and superior biocompatibility, nanoliposomes are being used extensively as nanocarriers for drug delivery, protein and peptide delivery, food fortification, cosmetics and gene therapy applications \[[@bib4], [@bib5], [@bib6]\]. They improve the efficiency of a vast variety of bioactive agents, including pharmaceutical, nutraceutical and cosmeceutical compounds, by preserving the functionality of the encapsulated materials as well as targeting them to particular cells or tissues [@bib4]. In addition to phospholipids, nanoliposomes can incorporate other molecules such as cholesterol, antigens, polymers and antioxidants in their structure. These excipients assist in improving the stability and shelf life of the formulation or targeting the nanoliposomes where their effect is needed in vitro or in vivo \[[@bib6], [@bib7]\]. An example of polymer grafted vesicles is the FDA approved PEGylated nanoliposomal doxorubicin (Doxil), which is being clinically employed for cancer treatment since 1995 [@bib8]. The polyethylene glycol (PEG) grafting is designed to evade uptake of the nanoliposomes by the reticuloendothelial system and prolong its blood circulation time. As a consequence of this strategy, better biological compatibility, reduced drug toxicity, and higher drug efficacy are obtained with Doxil compared with the conventional doxorubicin drug with no nanoliposomes [@bib8].Fig. 1A single nanoliposome visualized by energy filtered transmission electron microscope (EFTEM). A section of the surface of the nanoliposome is schematically enlarged to show the arrangement of the phospholipid molecules in the form of a bilayer structure. Positions of the hydrophilic and hydrophobic regions of the bilayer are also indicated by arrows. Nanoliposome is composed of soybean lecithin and polyunsaturated fatty acids (fish derived DHA and EPA; 2:3 w/w) (lecithin: PUFAs 2:0.4, mass ratio), manufactured by Mozafari method \[[@bib10], [@bib11]\].Fig. 1

Medical and pharmaceutical applications of nanoliposomes can be mainly classified into diagnostic and therapeutic applications. These could be achieved by the employment of nanoliposomes containing various markers or incorporating different drugs or vaccines. Nanoliposomes can also be used as a tool, a model for cell membranes, or a reagent in the basic studies of cellular interactions, recognition processes, and mode of action of certain therapeutic agents \[[@bib1], [@bib5], [@bib9]\]. In addition to the medical and pharmaceutical applications, nanoliposomes are being used for the encapsulation, delivery and controlled release of food material and nutraceuticals. These include omega fatty acids \[[@bib10], [@bib11]\], various dairy products [@bib12] as well as vitamins and other health benefit compounds as recently reviewed in details by Khorasani et al. [@bib3].

The physicochemical properties of nanoliposomes, particularly chemical composition, phase transition, morphology, size, polydispersity index, number of lamellae, surface charge, density of the ligands immobilized on their surface, and drug encapsulation efficiency, are determinative factors for their successful clinical application [@bib9]. Here we present the advantages, disadvantages, and recent applications of a number of single particle analyzing techniques for nanoliposome characterization. An important parameter in the design and manufacture of nanoliposomal formulations is phase transition temperature (Tc) that is an indication of the thermal behavior, dynamic properties and stability of the lipid nanovesicles. Considerations pertaining to the Tc, surface charge and selection of right ingredients and solvents for the manufacture of nanoliposomes are also explained in the following sections.

2. Main text {#sec2}
============

2.1. Materials, ingredients and solvents {#sec2.1}
----------------------------------------

The main characteristics of nanoliposomes strongly depend on the selection of ingredients, solvents and co-solvents for their formulation. These properties include permeability, surface activity, electrical charge, stability, and safety of the nanovesicles. The bilayer of nanoliposomes is predominantly made up of phospholipid molecules ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The hydrophilic section of the phospholipids is oriented towards the internal and external aqueous phases and the hydrophobic groups associate with their counterparts on the other phospholipid molecules. Curving of the bilayer sheet into a spherical structure forms a very stable construction due to the lack of chemical interaction of the phospholipids with the aqueous medium. Therefore, it can be postulated that the mechanism of the formation of the lipidic nanovesicles is the hydrophilic--hydrophobic interactions and van der Waals forces between phospholipids and water molecules \[[@bib1], [@bib2], [@bib9]\].

### 2.1.1. Phospholipid ingredients {#sec2.1.1}

The most commonly employed phospholipid for the manufacture of nanoliposomes is lecithin (phosphatidylcholine), which is immiscible with water and is inexpensively isolated from egg yolk or soy. The composition of the phospholipid ingredients and the preparation method of nanoliposomes determine if a single or multiple bilayers are formed. Fatty acids also make up nanoliposomes and their degree of saturation depends on the source. Animal sources provide more saturated fatty acids. These ingredients influence the phase transition temperature, which is the conversion from a gel to the more leaky liquid form, as explained in the next section. Sugars and large polar molecules cannot permeate through a nanoliposome bilayer. On the other hand, small lipophilic molecules can permeate through the phospholipid membrane if they are soluble in the suspension medium. Hydroxyl ions, potassium ions, protein and peptide molecules permeate very slowly \[[@bib10], [@bib11], [@bib12], [@bib13], [@bib14]\].

The effect of phospholipid type and concentration on the size and polydispersity index of nanoliposomes was studied by different research groups in the presence and absence of cholesterol \[[@bib15], [@bib16], [@bib17]\]. In an attempt to optimize the ethanol injection method for liposome preparation, Jaafar-Maalej et al. [@bib15] reported that 50 mg/ml of Phospholipon 80H (a product of Phospholipid GmbH containing 80% hydrogenated soy phosphatidylcholine) was an optimum concentration for the preparation of egg yolk lecithin vesicles. They also reported formation of large egg-yolk lecithin vesicles at concentrations above 60 mg/ml Phospholipon 80H with a size increase from 80 to 170 nm [@bib15]. Using a mixture of unsaturated phospholipids EPC (egg phosphatidylcholine) and EPG (egg phosphatidylglycerol) for liposome preparation, Gentine and co-workers [@bib16] concluded that phospholipid concentrations should not exceed 20--25 mM due to their limited solubility in the solvents employed (ethanol/isopropanol) resulting in poor formulations. In another study, Sebaaly and colleagues [@bib17] detected that at certain concentrations (ca. above 50 mg/ml) Phospholipon 80H was not soluble in ethanol and phospholipid aggregation occurred. However, decreasing phospholipid concentrations from 50 to 10 mg/ml led to an obvious decrease in vesicles size (from ca. 356 nm to ca. 210 nm). They also reported adding cholesterol to the liposomal formulations in order to improve vesicle size homogeneity [@bib17] as explained in more details in the next section.

### 2.1.2. Other excipients {#sec2.1.2}

In addition to phospholipid molecules, nanoliposomes can incorporate other ingredients such as sterols in their structure. Sterols are important constituent of most natural membranes and their incorporation into nanoliposome bilayer can bring about major changes in the characteristics of the formulation. The most commonly employed sterol in the structure of the lipid vesicles is cholesterol. Cholesterol does not by itself form bilayer structures, however, it can be incorporated into phospholipid membranes in very high concentrations, e.g. up to 1:1 molar ratios of cholesterol to a phospholipid molecule (such as phosphatidylcholine) \[[@bib18], [@bib19]\]. Cholesterol is used in nanoliposome formulations in order to increase their stability by modulating the fluidity of the phospholipid bilayer. It modifies membrane fluidity by preventing crystallization of the acyl chains of the phospholipid molecules and providing steric hindrance to their movement. This phenomenon contributes to the stability of nanoliposome formulation and reduces the permeability of their bilayer membrane to solutes \[[@bib20], [@bib21]\]. There are also scientific reports on the effect of cholesterol in increasing the size homogeneity and improving the polydispersity index of phospholipid vesicles [@bib17]. Studies have revealed that phospholipid composition and cholesterol content are among the major parameters to be considered in the formulation of nanoliposomal products \[[@bib19], [@bib20], [@bib21]\]. Nanoliposomes made of natural and herbal ingredients are particularly receiving increasing attention in the manufacture of medicinal and nutritional products. Phospholipids and sphingolipids, along with sterols (mainly cholesterol), are the choice of ingredients that are commonly used in the preparation of nanoliposomes. These ingredients are biocompatible, biodegradable and non-toxic \[[@bib20], [@bib21], [@bib22]\]. In order to prevent or at least minimize oxidation of the phospholipid ingredients, antioxidant compounds can be incorporated into the structure of the nanovesicles. A commonly used antioxidant in the formulation of liposome and nanoliposome products is alpha-tocopherol, which is a lipophilic molecule and as a result will be located in the lipidic phase of the vesicles. This antioxidant acts as a scavenger of free radicals and thereby protects the susceptible ingredients and extends the stability and shelf life of the lipid vesicles \[[@bib9], [@bib12], [@bib19]\].

### 2.1.3. Solvents {#sec2.1.3}

Following rational selection of the nanoliposomal ingredients, appropriate solvents must be chosen based on the intended application, dosage form, route of administration, and method of preparation of the nanovesicles. The organic solvents generally employed in the classical methods of liposome and nanoliposome preparation (e.g. chlorinated solvents, diethyl ether, methanol or acetone) represent potential hazard to consumer\'s health due to their toxicity \[[@bib3], [@bib4], [@bib7], [@bib23]\]. Level of the residual organic solvents, which is acceptable in the finished product, depends on different factors such as the type of solvent and the route of administration of the therapeutic formulation. Although the organic solvents are usually removed from the product by vacuum or evaporation, trace amounts may be present in the final formulation, potentially causing toxicity and influencing the stability of the nanovesicles. In order to solve these drawbacks, employment of alternative organic solvents is being considered by scientists and researchers in the field \[[@bib10], [@bib11], [@bib23], [@bib24]\]. It has been postulated that organic solvents can cause cytotoxicity by two different mechanisms:1.At the molecular level, or:2.At the phase level \[[@bib7], [@bib23], [@bib24]\].

Molecular level cytotoxicity comprises the effects caused by organic solvents dissolved within the aqueous phase of the nanoliposomes, which may cause protein denaturation, enzyme inhibition and membrane modifications (such as membrane expansion, structure disorders and permeability alterations). Phase toxicity effects, on the other hand, include the extraction of nutrients, disruption or extraction of outer cellular components, and the limited access to nutrients caused by cell attraction to interfaces, formation of emulsions and the coating of cells \[[@bib7], [@bib23], [@bib24]\]. In addition to the above-mentioned problems and drawbacks, utilization of volatile organic solvents or detergents in nanoliposome manufacture necessitates performance of two additional steps during the manufacture process:1.Removal of these solvents and detergents, and:2.Assessment of the level of residual solvents, including the potentially toxic polar and non-polar protic and aprotic solvents, co-solvents or detergents remained in the final products [@bib7].

Results of cytotoxicity studies performed by our group, using two different toxicity evaluation protocols (i.e. MTT and NRU), have shown that even after 24 hour vacuum, nanoliposomes prepared using chloroform and methanol were significantly toxic while nanoliposomes prepared in the absence of volatile organic solvents were completely non-toxic towards Human bronchoepithelial cell line [@bib23]. The presence of unwanted chemicals and solvents, even in small amounts, may influence the efficacy, safety, and stability of the nanoliposomal products [@bib24]. The 'International Conference on Harmonization' (ICH) guideline, specific for residual solvents in pharmaceutical products (ICH 1997 [@bib25] and ICH 2016 [@bib26]), can be used to determine acceptable levels of the mentioned chemicals remained in the finished product. This guideline groups residual solvents into the following three classes:*class 1* includes solvents that should be avoided due to their high level of toxicity;*class 2* includes solvents the application of which should be limited; and*class 3* includes solvents with potentially low toxicity ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}).Table 1Different classes of solvents in pharmaceutical products and their suggested concentration limits \[[@bib25], [@bib26], [@bib27]\].Table 1Class 1\
Solvents to be avoidedClass 2\
Solvents to be limitedClass 3\
Solvents with low riskSolventLimit (ppm)SolventLimit (ppm)SolventLimit (%w/w)Benzene2Acetonitrile410Acetic acid0.5Carbon tetrachloride4Chlorobenzene360Anisole0.51,1-Dichloroethene8Chloroform60Butyl acetate0.51,2-Dichloroethane5Cyclohexane3880Formic acid0.51,1,1-Trichloroethane1500Dichloromethane600Heptane0.5Hexane290Isobutyl acetate0.5Methanol3000Methyl acetate0.5Sulfolane160Pentane0.5Tetralin100Propyl acetate0.5Xylene2170Tetrahydrofuran0.5

A commonly employed method for the quantitation of organic volatile impurities (OVIs) in pharmaceutical products is gas chromatography with flame ionization detection. Various sample preparation and injection approaches are used for the analysis of OVIs in pharmaceuticals as reviewed recently by Heydari [@bib27]. Therefore, avoiding the use of potentially toxic solvents and detergents, e.g. by employing safe and robust procedures such as Mozafari Method, will potentially bring down the time and cost of manufacture of nanoliposomes \[[@bib10], [@bib11], [@bib19]\]. This method has been successfully employed for the encapsulation of a number of different cosmeceutical, nutraceutical and pharmaceutical compounds, without employing toxic solvents or detergents \[[@bib10], [@bib11], [@bib19], [@bib23], [@bib28]\]. Furthermore, a physiologic, safe and nontoxic polyol, such as glycerol or sorbitol, which are commonly used in pharmaceutical and food grade products, can be employed as a dispersant or co-solvent in the preparation of nanoliposomes as explained below.

2.2. Phase transition temperature {#sec2.2}
---------------------------------

Amphipathic molecules such as detergents and phospholipids can undergo a thermotropic phase transition at temperatures much lower than their melting point. The detailed molecular nature of the major thermotropic phase transition of these long-chain amphiphilic molecules was defined first by infrared spectroscopic studies [@bib13]. When water comes in contact with the phospholipid bilayer of nanoliposomes it diffuses into the polar (ionic) region of the bilayer only when the temperature is reached at which the hydrocarbon chains of the phospholipid molecules "melt" (the transition temperature). If the temperature becomes higher than this, there will be a simultaneous dissociation of the ionic structure by the penetration of water molecules and melting of the hydrocarbon chain region of the phospholipid molecules. The temperature of transition (Tc) depends upon the nature of the hydrocarbon chains, the polar region of the molecule, the amount of water molecules present and on any solutes dissolved in the suspension medium of the vesicles. Once the water has penetrated into the vesicle bilayer and the sample is then cooled to a temperature below the Tc, the hydrocarbon chains rearrange themselves into an orderly crystalline lattice. However, the water molecules will not necessarily be expelled from the system \[[@bib13], [@bib14]\]. Also known as "gel to liquid crystalline transition temperature", Tc is a temperature at which the phospholipid bilayers of nanoliposomes lose much of their ordered packing while their fluidity increases [@bib22] ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 2A typical Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) curve of phospholipid bilayers undergoing gel-to-liquid crystal (L~β~ -- P~β~ -- L~α~) phase transition under controlled heating showing pre-transition and the main phase transition (Tc) temperatures.Fig. 2

In general, Tc is lowered by decreased length of the fatty acyls of phospholipid molecules, by unsaturation of the acyl chains, as well as presence of branched chains and bulky head groups (e.g. cyclopropane rings) \[[@bib1], [@bib19], [@bib20]\]. An understanding of phase transitions and fluidity of phospholipid membranes is essential both in the manufacture and application of nanoliposomes. This is due to the fact that phase behavior of nanoliposomes determines important properties such as permeability, aggregation, fusion, deformability and protein binding, all of which can significantly affect the stability of the vesicles and their behavior in vitro and in vivo \[[@bib20], [@bib21]\]. It has been reported that phase transition temperature of the phospholipid vesicles affects the pharmacokinetics of the encapsulated drugs such as doxorubicin \[[@bib29], [@bib30]\]. Tc can be measured by a number of techniques including, electron spin resonance, fluorescence probe polarization and differential scanning calorimeter (DSC). [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows a representative graph obtained by DSC technique in which thermal behavior of a phospholipid is assessed and the pre-transition and the main transition (Tc) peaks are visible. Molecular arrangement of the phospholipid ingredients before and after Tc, and transition from the gel to liquid crystalline phase, are also schematically presented.

Nanoliposomes made of a pure phospholipid ingredient will not form at temperatures below Tc of the phospholipid molecule. This temperature requirement is reduced to some extent, but not eliminated, by the inclusion of cholesterol \[[@bib19], [@bib20], [@bib21]\]. In some cases, it is recommended that nanoliposome preparation be carried out at temperatures much higher than the Tc. In the case of vesicles containing dipalmitoyl phosphatidylcholine (DPPC, Tc = 41 °C), for instance, it has been suggested that preparation procedure be carried out at 51 °C (i.e. 10 °C higher than the Tc) \[[@bib21], [@bib28]\]. This is in order to make sure that all the phospholipids are homogenously dispersed in the suspension medium and have sufficient flexibility to align themselves in the bilayer structure of the lipid vesicles. Following termination of the preparation process, nanoliposomes are usually allowed to anneal and stabilize for certain periods of time (e.g. 30--60 min), at a temperature above Tc, before storage [@bib19].

There are adequate number of available phospholipids with different Tc values, which can be used in the manufacture of nanoliposomes. [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} lists some of the phospholipids commonly used as nanoliposome ingredients. Depending on the sensitivity of the drug or other bioactive molecules to be encapsulated, phospholipids with low Tc values can be selected to avoid the need to employ high temperatures during nanoliposome manufacturing process.Table 2Most commonly used phospholipids in liposome and nanoliposome preparations and their gel to liquid crystalline transition temperatures (Tc) (from reference [@bib1] with permission).Table 2Full nameAbbreviationTc (°C)Diarachidoyl phosphatidylcholineDAPC64Dilauryloyl phosphatidylcholineDLPC−1.5Dilauryloyl phosphatidylglycerolDLPG4Dimyristoyl phosphatidic acidDMPA51 (pH6.0)Dimyristoyl phosphatidylcholineDMPC23Dimyristoyl phosphatidylethanolamineDMPE50Dimyristoyl phosphatidylglycerolDMPG23Dimyristoyl phosphatidylserineDMPS36Dioleoyl phosphatidylcholineDOPC−21Dioleoyl phosphatidylethanolamineDOPE−16Dioleoyl phosphatidylglycerolDOPG−18Dioleoyl phosphatidylserineDOPS−11Dioleoyltrimethyl ammonium-propaneDOTAP1Dipalmitoyl phosphatidic acidDPPA67 (pH6.5)Dipalmitoyl phosphatidylcholineDPPC41Dipalmitoyl phosphatidylethanolamineDPPE64Dipalmitoyl phosphatidylglycerolDPPG41Dipalmitoyl phosphatidylserineDPPS52Dipalmitoyl sphingomyelinDPSPH41Distearoyl phosphatidylcholineDSPC55Distearoyl phosphatidylglycerolDSPG55Distearoyl sphingomyelinDSSPH57Phosphatidylcholine (from egg)PC−15 to −7PhosphatidylserinePS7SphingomyelinSPH32

2.3. Zeta potential {#sec2.3}
-------------------

Besides the phase transition property of their phospholipid ingredients, the surface charge of nanoliposomes could also be varied. They can be neutral or zwitterionic (by employing phospholipids such as phosphatidylcholine, or phosphatidylethanolamine), negatively charged or anionic (when using acidic phospholipids such as phosphatidylserine, phosphatidylglycerol, phosphatidic acid, or dicetylphosphate) or they can be positively charged (by employing cationic lipids such as DOTAP, DOTMA, or stearylamine) in physiological pH ranges \[[@bib1], [@bib21]\]. The net charge of the nanoliposomal formulation is an important parameter in terms of vesicle interaction with bioactive molecules. Utilizing the electrostatic attraction between oppositely charged bioactive compounds and lipid vesicles is a mean to increase encapsulation or entrapment efficiency. Therefore, for efficient entrapment of a positively charged molecule or compound an anionic nanoliposome could be employed and vice versa \[[@bib1], [@bib2], [@bib29]\]. From the cytotoxicity point of view, nanoliposome charge has been shown to have a very crucial role. There are many reports on the toxicity of positively-charged phospholipid vesicles \[[@bib31], [@bib32], [@bib33], [@bib34], [@bib35], [@bib36], [@bib37]\]. One reason for the toxicity of cationic vesicles is believed to be the interaction of the cationic lipids with cell organelle membranes, specifically the anionic lipids making up these biomembranes. For example, in mitochondrial membranes, cardiolipin is the major anionic lipid, and interaction of this molecule with cationic species would be detrimental to the basic energy reactions of the cell \[[@bib32], [@bib33]\]. Another postulated mechanism, for cationic lipid-mediated toxicity in the lung, is the involvement of reactive oxygen intermediates [@bib34]. Negatively charged vesicles, however, are reported to be less cytotoxic or completely safe when compared to their cationic counterparts \[[@bib23], [@bib37], [@bib38]\]. Furthermore, it has been postulated that anionic vesicles, in general, associate more efficiently and are taken up more readily by the cells compared with neutral or zwitterionic vesicles \[[@bib39], [@bib40]\], although, no clear mechanism has been proposed for this observation. Consequently, most FDA-approved therapeutic lipid--drug formulations are negatively charged [@bib30].

The charge density of nanoliposomal surface and the binding affinity of various ions to the lipid vesicles can be determined by measuring a parameter called "zeta potential" (ZP). The ZP of a nanoliposome is the overall charge that the nanovesicle acquires in a particular environment or suspension medium \[[@bib1], [@bib19]\]. In another words, ZP is the charge that develops at the interface between a particle\'s surface (e.g. nanoliposome surface) and its liquid medium. This parameter, which is measured in MilliVolts (mV), may arise by any of several mechanisms. Among these are the dissociation of ionogenic groups on the vesicle surface and the differential adsorption of solution ions into the surface region. The net charge at the surface of the nanoliposome affects the ion distribution in the surrounding region, increasing the concentration of counter-ions near the surface. Consequently, an electrical double layer is formed in the region of the nanovesicle-liquid interface ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 3Schematic representation of the charge distribution around the surface of a nanoliposome and illustration of the concept of zeta potential. The electrical double layer is composed of a layer of ions strongly bound to the charged surface (i.e. Stern layer) and an adjacent region of loosely associated mobile ions and counter-ions.Fig. 3

### 2.3.1. Zeta potential and nanoliposome stability {#sec2.3.1}

Understanding the distinct colloidal and interfacial phenomena associated with the applications of nanovesicles requires knowledge of their ZP. Furthermore, knowledge of the ZP of a nanoliposome formulation can help to predict the fate of the formulation in vitro and in vivo. The magnitude of the measured ZP can be used to predict the stability and shelf-life of the nanoliposomal sample. If the nanoliposomes in a suspension possess a large negative or positive ZP then they will tend to repel each other and resist the formation of aggregates. However, if the phospholipid vesicles have low ZP values, i.e. close to zero, then there will be nothing to prevent the particles approaching each other and aggregate or fuse [@bib41]. ZP is a function of the surface charge of the phospholipid vesicle, any adsorbed layer at the interface and the nature and composition of the medium in which the nanoliposome is suspended. It is usually of the same sign as the potential actually at the vesicle surface and is expressed in units of millivolts (mV). Since it reflects the effective charge on the nanoliposomal vesicles and is therefore related to the electrostatic repulsion between them, ZP has proven to be extremely relevant to the practical study and control of colloidal stability and flocculation processes. The greater the ZP the more likely the formulation is going to be stable because the charged vesicles repel each other and thus overcome the natural tendency of particles to adhere with each other, aggregate/agglomerate and/or fuse. Generally a zeta potential of above +30 mV and below --30 mV is considered a suitable threshold value for the colloidal stability of the phospholipid vesicles \[[@bib16], [@bib42], [@bib43]\].

2.4. Preparation techniques {#sec2.4}
---------------------------

For the selection of an appropriate method for nanoliposome preparation it is essential that novel therapeutic formulations, which are initially tested in the laboratory on a small scale (e.g. microliters), are adaptable and can maintain the same characteristics when prepared in large volumes (e.g. liters) for preclinical and clinical testing. Large volumes are necessary to evaluate the nanoliposomes in an appropriate in vivo model, in order to meet the guidelines set by regulatory authorities for product licensing. Industrial-scale production of nanoliposomes for clinical applications requires not only the ability to produce sufficient quantities, but also necessitates reproducibility and rigorous adherence to quality standards as described in the Good Manufacture Practice (GMP) guidelines [@bib30].

### 2.4.1. Conventional methods {#sec2.4.1}

A number of classical procedures have been reported in the literature for nanoliposome preparation. These include, but not limited to, the following techniques and procedures:•Thin-film hydration method (also known as Bangham method, which is the first method employed for liposome preparation synthetically) [@bib44];•Solvent-injection technique [@bib45];•Detergent dialysis [@bib46];•Reversed phase evaporation [@bib47];•Homogenization [@bib48]; and•French pressure cell method [@bib49].

Downsizing procedures are performed to obtain monomodal nano-sized vesicles with narrow size distribution from a heterogeneous mixture of lipid vesicles. These methods include extrusion through filters of defined pore sizes, high-pressure homogenization, freeze-thawing and sonication \[[@bib4], [@bib19], [@bib50]\].

### 2.4.2. Effect of phospholipids and Tc temperature on nanoliposome preparation {#sec2.4.2}

In order to produce stable vesicles in a reproducible manner, majority of nanoliposome preparation procedures depend on the selection of right combination of phospholipid ingredients and their phase transition temperature (Tc). Generally, a pure phospholipid ingredient will not form vesicles at temperatures below the phase transition temperature of the phospholipid molecule. However, this temperature requirement is partially altered by the inclusion of cholesterol and other excipients as explained above \[[@bib19], [@bib20], [@bib21]\]. With some preparation techniques, such as extrusion, microfluidization or homogenization, it is recommended that nanoliposome preparation be carried out at temperatures above the Tc. This is in order to make sure that all the phospholipid ingredients are at the "gel state" and as a result have sufficient flexibility to align themselves in the bilayer structure of the nanoliposomes. At the end of the preparation procedure, nanoliposomes should be allowed to anneal and stabilize for certain periods of time (e.g. 30--60 min), at a temperature above their Tc, before storage \[[@bib2], [@bib4], [@bib19]\].

### 2.4.3. Adverse aspects of classical techniques {#sec2.4.3}

There are a number of problems associated with the above-mentioned classical preparation methods, which can be classified into the following categories:•The particle size of the vesicles is too large or has a broad size distribution (polymodal) so there is a need for post-processing procedures.•Trace amounts of the detergents or the organic solvent residues remaining in the final product is a serious issue since it not only affects the stability of some drugs (e.g. protein or polypeptide agents), but also adversely affects clinical applications.•An additional step is required to evaporate the organic solvents used during the preparation procedure to bring down the concentration of these toxic solvents.•High shear force treatments such as homogenization or sonication may have deleterious effects on the ingredients and drug molecules.•Considering that many of the phospholipid ingredients of the vesicles are sensitive to temperature, sterilization of nanoliposomal formulations can cause a problem. Therefore, there is a need for preparation methods that can be carried out in an ultraclean/sterilized environment. However, classical nanoliposome preparation techniques do not always meet this requirement.•In some procedures careful monitoring is needed to ensure batch-to-batch consistency.•Classical methods are multistep and hence they are lengthy procedures increasing the cost of manufacture.

To solve these problems, many novel preparation technologies have been devised for the preparation of nanoliposomes considering that the final product must be:•Within the uniformity requirement;•Reproducible within a defined size and charge range;•Sterile and pyrogen free;•Devoid of any potentially toxic solvent and harmful additives;•Adequately stable in storage with acceptable shelf-life; and also:•The preparation method must be time-efficient, cost-effective and scalable \[[@bib2], [@bib4], [@bib51], [@bib52]\].

In an attempt to manufacture vesicles meeting the above-mentioned criteria, Wagner et al. \[[@bib53], [@bib54]\] developed a cross-flow injection module in which the aqueous phase is pumped from its starting container to a collecting vessel, and the ethanolic phase is injected half-way at an injection module. This procedure could be run in a continuous manner and the manufacture scale-up merely depends on the size of the attached vessels. There are few other techniques that are based on employing ethanol as a substitute to toxic solvents e.g. methanol and chloroform [@bib30]. Although some of these methods are readily scalable, they suffer from the fact that some lipids, phospholipids and drugs are not soluble in ethanol. Nevertheless, inadequate dissolution or mixing of the ingredients could result in heterogeneous composition, charge and size of the nanoliposomal drug formulations.

### 2.4.4. Scalable methods of nanoliposome preparation {#sec2.4.4}

There are certain therapeutic agents, including some proteins and oligonucleotides, which are sensitive to denaturation in organic solvents. Detergent dialysis method is a potentially scalable technique that could be more suitable for these agents [@bib46]. In this method, phospholipids are mixed with a surfactant or detergent in an aqueous solution to produce micelles followed by dilution or removal of the detergent to produce lipid vesicles with the ability to incorporate proteins and oligonucleotides in their native form. Detergent dialysis method is flexible, and potentially scalable, however, it has some serious disadvantages. Encapsulation efficiency of hydrophobic compounds is low and methods employed to remove the detergent may also remove hydrophilic molecules. Another drawback is that the multistep process is time-consuming. These limitations, especially the challenge of removing residual concentrations of detergents and organic solvents, make detergent dialysis and ethanol injection methods more costly for industrial-scale preparation of nanoliposomes [@bib30].

### 2.4.5. Heating method {#sec2.4.5}

Another technique that was devised to address scale-up, cost and toxicity problems is known as Heating method, which was developed by Mozafari et al. and first published in 2002 [@bib55]. This method makes it possible to manufacture liposomes and nanoliposomes (in addition to some other colloidal drug delivery systems) using a single vessel in the absence of potentially toxic solvents and detergents. In brief, phospholipids and other excipients are hydrated under an inert atmosphere such as argon or nitrogen for 1--2 hours in an aqueous medium. In the next step the ingredients are mechanically stirred after adding a polyol (e.g. glycerol) as a co-solvent or dispersant at a temperature of ca. 120 °C for 30 min. This temperature makes it sure that all ingredients (especially cholesterol) are properly dissolved in the aqueous medium without the need to use organic solvents and the product will be sterile and pyrogen free. Depending on their heat sensitivity, drug compounds can be added at the high temperature or at a lower temperature after the other ingredients are uniformly dispersed \[[@bib55], [@bib56]\].

### 2.4.6. Mozafari method {#sec2.4.6}

Recently, Mozafari and colleagues \[[@bib11], [@bib28]\] developed a more robust and faster procedure (compared to the Heating method) known as "Mozafari method". It is one of the simplest techniques for the preparation of liposomes and nanoliposomes (in addition to some other encapsulation systems). This method has been employed successfully for the encapsulation of the food-grade antimicrobial nisin [@bib28] as well as omega fatty acids \[[@bib10], [@bib11]\]. Mozafari method allows manufacture of carrier systems in one-step, without the need for the pre-hydration of ingredient material, and without employing toxic solvents or detergents and harsh procedures such as homogenization or microfluidization, from small scales to the industrial scales. This method is economical and capable of manufacturing nanoliposomes, with a superior monodispersity and storage stability using a simple protocol and one, single vessel. A novel drug delivery system, known as Tocosome, composed of tocopheryl phosphates, was recently manufactured in our laboratory using Mozafari method [@bib57]. Tocosome was employed for the encapsulation of 5-fluorouracil to improve solubility, preserve the function and decrease side-effects of the anticancer molecule [@bib57]. A step-by-step preparation of nanoliposomes using Mozafari method and some other techniques is described in details in reference [@bib19].

2.5. Methods of single particle probing {#sec2.5}
---------------------------------------

Before a nanoliposomal formulation could be approved for clinical utilization, it must be adequately characterized with respect of certain in vitro and in vivo attributes. The in vitro evaluations include determination of particle size, polydispersity index (PDI), charge and morphology of the formulations. There are several methods for the assessment of the size of nanoliposomes. These include light scattering, diffraction, hydrodynamic and microscopic techniques. Examples of the analytical methods used in nanoliposome research are atomic force microscopy (AFM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), flow cytometry, coulter counter and optical density method \[[@bib58], [@bib59], [@bib60], [@bib61], [@bib62]\]. Preferably, characterization methods have to be meaningful, clear, reproducible and fast. Microscopic techniques are widely employed to study the shape, lamellarity, surface characteristics, size and stability of nanoliposomes. Considering a statistically meaningful analysis of size distribution of a sample of nanoliposomes, methods such as light scattering, which measure the size of large number of vesicles in an aqueous medium instantly, are more useful than microscopic techniques \[[@bib1], [@bib61]\]. Dynamic light scattering (DLS) is a robust method, which offers adequate statistics with respect to the in situ measurements of size, PDI and ZP of nanoliposomal formulations \[[@bib18], [@bib61]\]. However, light scattering does not provide information about the morphology and shape of the nanoliposomes and it assumes any cluster of particles as one single object. This is while microscopic techniques provide more detailed information about the morphology of nanoliposomes.

### 2.5.1. Microscopic methods of analysis {#sec2.5.1}

They make direct observation possible; henceforth they provide information on the shape of the nanovesicles as well as presence/absence of any aggregation and/or fusion and their internal architecture. For example, freeze fracture electron microscopy can make it possible to visualize and quantify the number of bilayers (lamellarity) and internal compartments of nanoliposomes. The drawback of the microscopic techniques, however, is that the number of particles that can be studied at any certain time is limited and sample preparation can be complicated and time consuming. Consequently, the ideal approach for the characterization of nanoliposomes should be to employ more than one of the analytical techniques mentioned above.

Representative image of a nanoliposome composed of soy lecithin and containing omega 3 fish oil is depicted in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. Nanoliposomes were prepared by Mozafari method and examined by energy filtered transmission electron microscope (EFTEM). For the microscopic analysis, nanoliposome samples were placed on a copper grid and dried under nitrogen. They were then negatively stained with 2% phosphotungstic acid (PTA) solution and dried again before being observed under EFTEM [@bib63]. It should be noted that the contrast agents used to be able to visualize the samples are potentially toxic and hazardous chemicals. This is a drawback that some of the other microscopic techniques (e.g. TEM, SEM, etc.) also suffer from. Unfortunately, the majority of microscopic techniques involve sample manipulation procedures such as staining, labeling, fixation or vacuum, which are time demanding and may cause some alterations in the structure and/or size of the samples [@bib58].

### 2.5.2. Scanning probe microscopy {#sec2.5.2}

There are certain imaging techniques such as scanning tunneling microscopy and atomic force microscopy, which unlike other microscopic instruments do not require extensive sample preparation procedures \[[@bib60], [@bib64]\]. These techniques can be used in ambient conditions with a very simple sample preparation process. These high-resolution microscopes belong to a group of imaging instruments known as scanning probe microscopes (SPM). SPM is a technique for imaging surfaces at the nanometer scale by rastering a fine probe (also known as a tip) across the surface and measuring the repulsive/attractive interactions between the tip and the surface. SPM is a general term comprising a wide variety of techniques based on different interactions between the tip and the surface. These techniques, defined by the type of interaction being measured, include atomic force microscopy (AFM), scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM), magnetic force microscopy (MFM), electrostatic force microscopy (EFM), and Ballistic electron emission microscopy or BEEM. Among these instruments STM and AFM are the most commonly employed techniques for measuring surface roughness of micro and nanoparticles \[[@bib64], [@bib65], [@bib66], [@bib67]\]. SPM techniques can be used to study nanostructures in air or solution at ambient conditions with very high resolutions in two and three dimensions. When operated in the tapping and non-contact mode, AFM allows the observation of the morphology of nanoliposomes in their native form. Especially the intermittent contact motion of the tip (tapping) eliminates lateral or shear forces which would otherwise scrape or deform the vesicles \[[@bib68], [@bib69]\]. It should be noted that, liposomes and nanoliposomes might undergo changes in their shape once deposited on the substrate of an AFM. As a result of the interaction between the sample and the substrate, nanoliposome may flatten and spread out depending on its chemical composition, membrane fluidity and elasticity. This will cause errors in nanoliposome size measurements using SPM techniques \[[@bib60], [@bib61]\].

### 2.5.3. Evaluation of surface charge {#sec2.5.3}

In addition to morphology and size, the other important parameter to be considered in the characterization of nanoliposomal formulations is their overall electrostatic behavior as indicated by the zeta potential (ZP). Currently, there are a number of techniques available for measuring the quantity of ZP. These methods are generally based on one of the three electrokinetic effects: (*i*) electrophoresis, (*ii*) electroosmosis, and (*iii*) the streaming potential \[[@bib70], [@bib71]\]. In the electrophoresis method, ZP is determined by placing the particles in an electric field and measuring their mobility, using an appropriate microscopic technique. The electrophoretic mobility (υ~E~) is then related to the ζ-potential at the interface of the nanovesicles employing the "Smoluchowski equation" \[[@bib72], [@bib73]\] as described below:

In [Eq. (1)](#fd1){ref-type="disp-formula"}, ε~0~ is the relative dielectric constant and ε~r~ is the electrical permittivity of a vacuum, *μ* is the solution viscosity, *r* is the particle radius and *K*= (2n~0~*z*^2^*e*^2^/ε~r~ε~0~*k*~B~*T*)^1/2^ is the Debye--Hückel parameter, n~0~ is the bulk ionic concentration, *z* is the valence of the ion, *e* is the charge of an electron, *k*~B~ is the Boltzmann constant, and *T* is the absolute temperature (°K) [@bib74].

By directly analyzing the electrophoretic mobility of nanoliposomes, their ZP value can also be determined using the "Henry equation" \[[@bib75], [@bib76]\]:

where υ~E~ is the electrophoretic mobility, ε is the dielectric constant, z is the zeta potential, *η* is the viscosity and *f*(*Ka*) is Henry\'s function. For measuring ZP in aqueous solutions of moderate electrolyte concentration, a Henry\'s function value of 1.5 could be employed (Smoluchowski approximation). However, if ZP is measured in a non-polar solvent, *f*(*Ka*) should be set to 1.0 (Huckel\'s approximation) [@bib77]. Measurement of the ZP of nanoliposomal formulations can also be carried out using the laser Doppler velocimetry technique (LDV), named after the Austrian physicist Christian Doppler \[[@bib78], [@bib79]\]. LDV is a non-intrusive method in which the Doppler shift in a laser beam is employed to measure the velocity in a transparent or semi-transparent fluid. This technique is based on the Doppler effect, and the analysis of the intensity autocorrelation function of the scattered light, where the frequency of the light is altered when the source of the light is moving. The frequency of the light can be changed by diffraction of the light from a moving particle \[[@bib80], [@bib81]\].

A recently developed method for the evaluation of ZP of nanoliposomes is referred to as the "diffusion barrier technique", using laser Doppler electrophoresis \[[@bib82], [@bib83], [@bib84], [@bib85]\]. This method is particularly suitable for low sample volumes and high ionic strength buffers. A very small volume of the sample (∼20 μl) is carefully injected into the tube of the folded capillary cell fitted with the electrodes, which is prefilled with the buffer only. The nanoliposome sample will therefore be located between the first and second electrodes inside the special cell (also called a cuvette, [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). While the nanovesicles are kept separated from the electrodes, an alternating electric field is applied across the electrodes, and the sample is illuminated with temporally coherent light [@bib85]. For an electrophoretic mobility measurement the diffusion barrier is employed to isolate the nanovesicles from the electrode surface spatially whilst maintaining electrical contact with the surface, via the buffer within which they are dispersed [@bib83]. The combination of hindered diffusion coupled with the length of the "U" tube inside the cuvette, confine the nanoliposomes to a region where they cannot contact the electrodes during the analysis ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, the structure and electrophoretic mobility of the nanoliposomes will not be altered (by preventing their direct contact with the electrodes), and as the electrolyte intermediates between the electrodes and the nanovesicles in solution, electrical contact is maintained without the anodic reaction [@bib82]. This means that the voltage can be applied for a longer period of time in order to generate more reliable data from the measurement. The buffer used in the capillary cells has to be the same buffer in which the nanoliposomes are prepared, with the same conductivity, same pH, and same additives, in order to match the original sample and the diffusion barrier as closely as possible.Fig. 4The special capillary cuvette (cell) used for the measurement of zeta potential of nano structures such as nanoliposomes based on the Henry equation and Smoluchowski equation (see text for details).Fig. 4

There are some non-invasive laboratory instruments available, which make it possible to perform particle size, PDI and ZP analysis on the same sample. Generally called size and zeta potential analyzer instrument, they include NanoPlus (Micromeritics), Zetasizer Nano (Malvern Panalytical), SZ-100 Nanopartica (Horiba), and NanoBrook 90Plus (Brookhaven) to name a few. These advanced analytical instruments are equipped with softwares utilizing "electrophoretic mobility", "Smoluchowski equation", "brownian motion", "laser diffraction" and "diffusion barrier" principles to measure size, PDI and ZP with high precision.

### 2.5.4. Scanning ion occlusion sensing {#sec2.5.4}

There are some other analytical techniques, which make assessment of size and ZP of an individual phospholipid vesicle, possible. One of these methods is referred to as the "scanning ion occlusion sensing" (SIOS). It is a nanopore-based technology that can be used for single-nanoliposome probing \[[@bib86], [@bib87]\]. SIOS analyzes phospholipid vesicles (e.g. liposomes and nanoliposomes) in the size range of 60 nm to few micrometers [@bib88]. Operation mechanism of SIOS is based on the conventional Coulter counter, where individual nanoliposomes are measured as they traverse a nanopore. When a single nanoliposome passes through the tunable nanopore, a current reduction takes place as a result of an increase in electrical resistance. The magnitude of reduction of current and the frequency of the pulses are related to the particle size and concentration of the nanovesicle, respectively. Nanoliposomes are driven either by electrophoresis and electro-osmosis or by pressure generated from a pressure module \[[@bib89], [@bib90]\]. SIOS is a useful method to analyze multiple parameters of nanoliposomes on a particle-by-particle basis. This technique has proven to possess higher resolution in comparison with techniques such as dynamic light scattering. Furthermore, SIOS was successfully used to measure changes in the size and surface charge of phospholipid vesicles as a result of incubation in plasma \[[@bib87], [@bib89]\]. There are still unresolved problems, which need to be addressed with the SIOS technique. For instance, it is difficult to choose a suitable elastic pore for a polydisperse nanoliposome sample to avoid detecting several vesicles at the same time. Also, it is still a problem to detect only one single vesicle at the time and the data obtained with different nanopore sizes can hardly be compared in parallel [@bib90].

### 2.5.5. Flow cytometry {#sec2.5.5}

An established method for the assessment of single nanoliposome diameter and size distribution is flow cytometry (FCM). This technology is widely employed in analyzing and sorting cells, bacteria, and other cell-sized particles. FCM has been applied in the analysis of multilamellar and large unilamellar vesicles (MLV and LUV). It employs light scattering to measure particles and vesicles in a continuous flow system. Nanoliposomes have to be fluorescently labeled in order to be distinguished from the impurities and noise signal. Subsequently, the scattered light at 10° angle, side scattered light at 90° angle, or fluorescence of the sample is measured. FCM is a very fast, reliable, and reproducible analytical technique. Nevertheless, when using light scattering detection, the operation of FCM can be affected by noisy signal from buffers, electronics, or optics \[[@bib89], [@bib90]\].

### 2.5.6. Nanoparticle tracking analysis {#sec2.5.6}

Another probing method, which is able to track and measure a single nanoliposome moving under Brownian motion, is nanoparticle tracking analysis (NTA) [@bib91]. This high-resolution technique is effective in determining the size, size distribution, and concentration of liposomes and nanoliposomes. It could be used to measure size of the particles and vesicles within 30--1000 nm size range [@bib92]. Samples are injected into the special cell of the instrument and then illuminated by laser light (635 nm) that passes through a liquid layer on the optical surface \[[@bib92], [@bib93]\]. Refraction occurs and the region in which the phospholipid vesicles are present is illuminated and visualized under microscopy. Charge-coupled device camera records a video (30 frames per second) in which the movement of vesicles under Brownian motion could be observed. Instrument\'s software identifies and tracks the center of each vesicle throughout the length of the video and relates it to the particle size. The hydrodynamic size and size distribution of the lipid vesicles can be calculated by Stokes--Einstein equation using particle diffusion coefficient. This method enables measurement of size of both monodisperse and polydisperse samples. Moreover, it is able to measure zeta potential of the phospholipid vesicles and detect their fluorescence signals. Disadvantages of the NTA method include its requirement for complex optimization by a skilled operator and the difficulty to identify an appropriate concentration for probing the sample \[[@bib9], [@bib94], [@bib95]\]. In addition, nanoliposome characterization by the NTA method could be impeded by the refractive index of the sample \[[@bib96], [@bib97], [@bib98], [@bib99]\].

### 2.5.7. Total particle analysis {#sec2.5.7}

The aforementioned techniques are specialized apparatus or instrumentations currently available for single-particle analysis. This is while there are a number of analytical methodologies, which can be useful for the evaluation of total particles present in the sample under investigation. The sub-nanometer scale analysis opportunity provided by techniques such as small angle neutron and X-ray scattering ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}) is of special importance to pharmaceutical and biomedical industries [@bib99]. As drug carrier systems become more functionalized and continue decreasing in size, the ability to elucidate details on size scales smaller than those available from optical techniques becomes extremely pertinent. Therefore, information gathered from small angle scattering aids optimizing pharmaceutical efficacy of a therapeutic formulation at its most fundamental level. Traditionally, size-exclusion chromatography (SEC), small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), first generations of electron microscopes, and similar techniques, have been used to characterize particle size. However, all of these methods provide information derived from averages of ensembles of particles, and none can provide biophysical data capturing precise differences in particle size from multiple heterogeneous populations \[[@bib92], [@bib93], [@bib94], [@bib95], [@bib96], [@bib97], [@bib98], [@bib99], [@bib100], [@bib101], [@bib102], [@bib103]\]. Single-particle sizing techniques, presented and explained in this manuscript, enable analysis of individual nanoliposomes, allowing the population size distribution to be examined more accurately. Such information has the potential to provide insights into the relationship between particle size and structural composition and can prove valuable for pharmaceutical applications of nanocarrier systems.Fig. 5Schematic representation of the main components of small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) setup.Fig. 5

3. Conclusions {#sec3}
==============

For a successful formulation of nanoliposomes, their physical attributes including morphology, size, PDI and zeta potential need to be assessed as accurately as possible to ascertain their suitability for Human use. Characterization of nanoliposomes is of great importance in order to be able to predict and control their in vitro and in vivo behavior and to design safe and efficient products for diagnostic, therapeutic, nutritional and cosmetic use. Variations in the shape, size, PDI and ZP of the phospholipid nanovesicles in time, are monitored to assess stability and shelf life of nanoliposomal products. Several techniques are available for the characterization of nanoliposomes, and progress in the development and improvement of these methods is continuously ongoing. At present, there is hardly any analytical technique without limitations and shortcomings. Overall, the choice of technique depends on which aspect of nanoliposome characteristic need to be evaluated and what level of detail is required. Therefore, there is still requirement for the development of selective, specific and reproducible analytical techniques with high resolutions for nanoliposome analysis. Regulations and guidelines need to be set, by regulatory agencies, as for the acceptable and safe range of size, PDI and ZP for different applications and routes of administration of nanoliposomal products. Future perspective of nanoliposomal products holds great promise with respect of their unique role in improving Human life quality owing to the progress in the accuracy and sensitivity of single particle analytical techniques.
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